Commit protocols guarantee the consIs-
We generalize this argument to find the optimal point.
Let r be,_k t!T) smallest number k such that k>(n-k)(2 by h the quorum based TP with A=r %"Fn-r+lC;;zr;; q the one with a=n-r+l and C=r. the total number of waiting states 1s the same for the two TPs. This development shows that they are optimal in the average sense among all quorum-based TPs.
In fact, we can further show that these are also optimal among all DTPs.
Lemma 6. Let f be any DTP. Then there exrsts a quorum based TP u such that Since the proof of this lemma is somewhat complicated, we present it in the Appendix.
Thus, we can now state that Theorem 3. Let P be a decentralized commit protocol.
Then there are exactly tw& quorum-based TPs of P whrch are optimal the average sense and these are the only optimal TPs. 0
Cor. 3) AS we discussed before stating the lemma, the mlnlmum number of because of sites waiting such a pair S and T 1s (n-m) (2"'" -1)
where m 1s the size of Stand T), while the 'gain',ln terms of sites that do not. wait 1s m (Notice that one of S,T
